**What:** Town Hall

**When:** Thursday, April 19, 2012 at 7:00 pm

**Where:** Westgate Lounge

**Why:** To discuss new ideas about magazine swap and babysitting swap

**Who:** ALL Westgate residents are invited

**Dinner is provided for attendees.**

Note: Come and have a look at the renovated basement lounge!

See you then!  
Wenjun & Tiky

**Upcoming events:**

5/5/2012 puppet show

5/19/2012 Spring yard sale

PCC represented babysitting swap idea: families who choose to participate gets coupons that symbolize the payment paid for babysitting and can be used to future babysitting as needed, according to the coop rules in order to maintain activity each family must use min of 3 babysitting swap in 3 months.

- An idea was raised to extend the coop to a list of paid babysitting that can cover incident were swap is not available. PRC WILL BE INCHARGE PUBLISH AND ADDING THE REGULATION TO THE EXISTING COOP.

**Magazine swap/donation**

It is decided to donate unused magazines to the library, in case of showing interest Magazine swap idea will be considered.

**Other**

Occasional parking idea will be taken care of by SC